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We are now planning a broad 
range of experiments that employ 
quantum sensing to probe dark 
matter candidates below ~1 GeV. 



Full Disclosure:
I am a consumer of quantum sensor technology.

CUORE/CUPID

My interest is in moving from R&D to the deployment 
of the technology in Flagship experiments



Notice quantum sensing is not just for dark 
matter. It could generally aid in the search for 

new physics from nEDM to CEvNS and 0nuBB. 



The SnowMass Process

• SnowMass is the community input into the US’s P5 Prioritization Process for the next decade. 

• LOI’s were submitted in August 2020.

• Community Planning Meeting October 2020.

• We are now paused for one year before delivering the SnowMass report.

• Quantum sensing comes in a few places.

• Instrumentation Frontier 6: Quantum Sensing 

• Cosmic Frontier 1: Particle Dark Matter

• Cosmic Frontier 2: Wave-like Dark Matter

• Rare Processes and Precision  Measurements 3: Small Experiments 


• Everything (including the LOI’s) is found on the Wiki: https://snowmass21.org/start



Beyond SnowMass, small projects and 
large R&D efforts have already begun.



QuantISED: The US-HEP Quantum Initiative
• I would point you to this write-up: arXiv:2102.10996


• “Opportunities for DOE National Laboratory-led QuantISED Experiments”

Cosmic Frontier: New Initiatives in Dark Matter

• I would point you to this write-up: BRN Report


• “Basic Research Needs forDark Matter Small Projects New Initiatives”



Larger QI Effort in the US:
• In response to the National Quantum Initiative Act, five large National QIS 

Research centers were funded. 


• Quantum Science Center (OakRidge): https://qscience.org/


• Q-NEXT (Argonne): https://www.q-next.org/


• C2QA (Brookhaven): https://www.bnl.gov/quantumcenter/


• QSA (LBNL):  https://quantumsystemsaccelerator.org/


• SQMS (Fermilab): https://sqms.fnal.gov/
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So what are the categories of 
experiments that employ quantum 
sensing to probe dark matter 
candidates below ~1 GeV. 



Two Ways to Think About the Problem:

• The needs of particle vs. wave like dark matter searches.


OR


• Single channel vs. multiple-channel experiments

➡ The ability to make one perfect device vs. the ability to scale a 
technology to many channels (> 20).

SnowMass Community Meeting

77. Quantum Sensors for Particle and Wavelike-Dark Matter


https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44870/sessions/16295/#20201006



From D. Kimball











From E. Figueroa-Feliciano







https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44940/

From A. Chou



Summary
Dark Matter, Quantum Sensing and SnowMass

• SnowMass, the community input part of the U.S.’s prioritization exercise, is 
underway (if slowly).


• A large range of new ideas for dark matter searches have been submitted to 
the process. 


• Many of these ideas rely on advances in quantum sensing and a subset of 
these are already operating increasingly large prototypes. 



Time for Discussion


